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ABSTRACT
Vitamin D is an essential nutrient for bone growth and development in children.
In addition to its skeletal effects, vitamin D may also reduce risks for a variety of diseases
that can affect children, including upper respiratory infections, autoimmune diseases, and
cardiometabolic diseases. Most circulating 25-hydroxyvitamin D (25OHD) comes from
exposure to UVB rays in natural sunlight. However, excess adiposity, dark skin
pigmentation, and other factors can impair this process. Under such circumstances,
dietary vitamin D becomes critically important for maintaining an adequate serum
concentration of this vitamin.
The overall objectives of this dissertation were to determine how vitamin D is
affected by weight status, race/ethnicity, and skin pigmentation and to understand the
factors that promote adherence to vitamin D supplementation in children who are at risk
of deficiency. Specifically, the following three Study Aims were addressed: 1) to
examine the influences of weight status and race/ethnicity on the association of total
vitamin D intake with serum 25OHD in U.S. children; 2) to determine the extent to which
differences in skin color explain racial/ethnic differences in serum 25OHD among
schoolchildren; and 3) to examine the determinants of adherence to vitamin D
supplementation in schoolchildren at-risk for deficiency. These associations were
examined cross-sectionally through data collected from that National Health and
Nutrition Examination Survey (NHANES) 2005-2006 and the Daily D Health Study
(DDHS), a vitamin D supplementation study of 4th-8th grade schoolchildren from racially
diverse communities in the northeastern U.S.
For Study Aim 1, vitamin D intakes and serum 25OHD were estimated in a
national sample of 3,310 children and adolescents (ages 1-18 years) from the 2005-2006
NHANES. The majority (75%) of U.S. children failed to meet current Estimated Average
Requirements (EAR). Overweight/obese children who failed to meet the EAR were five
times more likely to be at risk for inadequate 25OHD than children who met it (P<0.001).
Black children with intakes below the EAR were nearly four times more likely to be at
risk for inadequate 25OHD than children who met the EAR (P<0.01).
Study Aim 2 explored the relationship between race/ethnicity and genetic skin
color with serum 25OHD in a sample of 307 children (ages 9-15 years) from the DDHS.
Race/ethnicity and skin color were similarly predictive of 25OHD; however
race/ethnicity explained additional variability in 25OHD beyond skin color in this
population (P=0.03).
Study Aim 3 examined the determinants of adherence to vitamin D
supplementation in a sub-sample of 256 child and parent pairs from the DDHS.
Adherence was higher when parents took vitamin D-containing supplements (7% higher,
P=0.008) and also with combined child and parent administration of the supplement
compared to child only (9% higher, P=0.03), but was largely unrelated to specific health
beliefs.
In conclusion, overweight/obese and black U.S. children who were not consuming
the EAR were more likely to be at risk for inadequate 25OHD. Our findings also provide
the first evidence that race/ethnicity captures additional variability in 25OHD beyond
genetic skin color. Finally, promoting parental involvement may be a practical solution
for health professionals aiming to improve supplement adherence in at-risk youth.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Statement of Problem and Significance
Recently vitamin D has received growing attention due to the increased awareness
of possible deficiencies among certain populations. Throughout life, vitamin D is
important for calcium absorption and bone growth. In addition to its skeletal effects,
vitamin D may also reduce risks of a variety of diseases that can affect children,
including upper respiratory infections, autoimmune diseases, certain cancers, and
cardiometabolic diseases1. The discovery that most tissues and cells in the body have
vitamin D receptors and that many possess the enzymatic machinery to convert the
primary circulating form of vitamin D, 25-hydroxyvitamin D (25OHD), to the active
form, 1,25-dihydroxyvitamin1, has provided insight into the multiple roles this vitamin
may play in decreasing the risk of certain chronic illnesses.
In 2010, the Institute of Medicine increased its vitamin D recommendations for
children aged 1-18 years from an Adequate Intake of 200 IU to an Estimated Average
Requirement (EAR) of 400 IU/day and set 600 IU daily as the Recommended Dietary
Allowance (RDA)2. In addition, the IOM recommended a serum level of 25OHD of at
least 20 ng/mL for bone health2. Furthermore, the committee recommended research to
understand how subcutaneous synthesis of vitamin D is affected by certain physiological
factors, such as weight status or skin pigmentation, and the impact of these factors on
maintenance of serum 25OHD levels.
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Few U.S. children actually meet current dietary recommendations for vitamin
D3. Furthermore, recent studies have found that attaining recommended serum 25OHD
concentrations is more challenging for children who do not consume vitamin D-rich
foods, are overweight or obese, or have darker skin pigmentation4-6. Thus, it is imperative
to understand how vitamin D is influenced by weight status, race/ethnicity, and skin
color, and to explore the factors that influence adherence to taking vitamin D
supplements.
These studies address these research needs and address a population with a high
risk for deficiency7. Results from these studies may be useful in forming future dietary
guideline recommendations for children. Further, because this is the first study to
examine the inter-relationships among skin color, race/ethnicity, and serum 25OHD in
racially/diverse children, the findings will be critical to understand how subcutaneous
synthesis of vitamin D is affected by skin pigmentation. Finally, our findings may also be
helpful in the design of future supplementation trials and may inform public health efforts
to promote appropriate vitamin D intakes in children.
Specific Aims and Hypotheses
Our overall objectives were to determine how vitamin D is affected by weight
status, race/ethnicity, and skin pigmentation and to understand the determinants of
adherence to vitamin D supplementation in children at risk of deficiency. These questions
were examined in U.S. children from NHANES 2005-2006 and a sample of 4th-8th grade
children from racially diverse communities with high obesity rates in the northeastern
U.S.
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To accomplish the overall objectives of these studies, we pursued the following
specific aims and hypotheses:
Specific Aim 1: To examine the influences of weight status and race/ethnicity
on the association of total vitamin D intake with serum 25OHD in U.S.
children. Hypothesis 1: Overweight/obese children and those of certain
race/ethnicities will be at greater risk of inadequate 25OHD status (<20 ng/ml)
when not meeting dietary vitamin D recommendations compared to when meeting
them.
Specific Aim 2: To determine the extent to which differences in skin color
explain racial/ethnic differences in serum 25OHD among schoolchildren.
Hypothesis 2: Skin color will explain most or all of the racial/ethnic differences in
25OHD.
Specific Aim 3: To examine the determinants of adherence to vitamin D
supplementation in schoolchildren at-risk for deficiency. Hypothesis 3:
Health beliefs about vitamin D and active parental involvement will be positively
associated with improved adherence to daily vitamin D supplements in a
randomized-controlled trial.
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CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
Overview
Vitamin D is a fat-soluble vitamin that can be synthesized in the skin from
exposure to UVB rays in natural sunlight. It is also available in our food supply through
fatty fish and fortified products, such as milk and dairy, or as a dietary supplement. One
of vitamin D’s primary roles in the body is to promote calcium absorption and bone
development. When vitamin D is chronically deficient, bones can become soft and brittle
and lead to rickets in children and osteomalcia in adults. An accumulating body of
evidence suggests that vitamin D may also have other roles in human health and that
vitamin D deficiency may contribute to the development of certain chronic diseases1,
including respiratory infections, type 1 diabetes, cardiovascular diseases, and some
cancers in later life2.
Dietary Reference Intakes
Age and sex specific intake reference values for vitamin D and other nutrients are
provided by the Dietary Reference intakes (DRIs) developed by the Food and Nutrition
Board at the Institute of Medicine of the National Academies of Science2. The DRIs
include the following reference values:
-

Estimated Average Requirement (EAR): This value is the average daily nutrient
intake level estimated to meet the requirements of half of the healthy individuals
in a group.
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-

Recommended Dietary Allowance (RDA): This value is the average daily level of
intake two standard deviations above the EAR and should be sufficient to meet
the nutrient requirements of nearly all (97-98%) healthy people.

-

Adequate Intake (AI): This value is established when evidence is insufficient to
develop an RDA. It is set at a level assumed to ensure nutritional adequacy.

-

Tolerable Upper Intake Level (UL): This is the maximum daily intake that is
thought to be unlikely to cause adverse health effects.
In 2010, the IOM and Health Canada (HC) Joint Committee revised its

recommendations for Dietary Reference Intakes for vitamin D, increasing it from 200 IU
(the previous AI) to an EAR of 400 IU and set the RDA at 600 IU for individuals living
in the US and Canada. These recommendations represent a daily intake that is thought
sufficient to maintain bone health and normal calcium metabolism in healthy children and
adolescents aged 1-18 years living in these countries.
Vitamin D levels in the body may come from not only vitamin D in the diet but
also from synthesis in the skin through sunlight exposure. The amount of sun exposure
one receives varies greatly from person to person, and people are advised against sun
exposure to reduce the risk of skin cancer. Therefore, the IOM/HC committee assumed
minimal sun exposure when establishing the DRIs for vitamin D2.
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Dietary Vitamin D Intake (Foods)
Very few foods naturally contain a significant amount of vitamin D3, making it
difficult to obtain the nutrient through naturally occurring foods in the diet. The flesh of
fatty-fish, like salmon and tuna, and cod liver oils, are some of the richest vitamin D
sources4. Small amounts of vitamin D are also found in beef liver, cheese, and egg yolks.
Currently, vitamin D-fortified foods, such as milk, juices, yogurt, bread, and
breakfast cereals provide most of the vitamin D in the American diet4,5. For example,
almost all of the U.S. milk supply is voluntarily fortified with 100 IU/cup2. Other dairy
products made from milk, such as cheese and ice cream, are generally not fortified.
However, other widely consumed products such ready-to-eat breakfast cereals often
contain added vitamin D, as do some orange juices, yogurts, and margarines. Based on
data from the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) survey, Yetley6 reported that
approximately 75% of breakfast cereals, slightly more than half of all milk substitutes,
approximately one-quarter of yogurts, and 8-14% of cheeses, juices, and spreads are
fortified with vitamin D in the U.S. market.
The 2010 Dietary Guidelines for Americans identified vitamin D as one of the
nutrients of concern. This was attributed to a low consumption of milk and milk products,
and seafood by all U.S. age groups7. For example, in a cross-sectional National Health
and Nutrition Examination Survey (NHANES) sample of African American and white
girls (ages 9-18 years) from 1987-1997, vitamin D in the diet came from primarily milk
and dairy products and fortified foods. There were age- and race-related differences in
food sources of vitamin D with lower vitamin D consumption by African American girls.
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In agreement with previous studies8,9, African American girls consumed less fortified
milk compared with their white counterparts, perhaps because of their concerns about
lactose intolerance which are known to be common in this ethnic group10. Breakfast
consumption also predicted higher vitamin D intake among all groups11.
Investigators used data from NHANES and compared serum 25OHD
concentrations in the US population in 2000–2004 with those in 1988–1994 and identified
factors contributing to serum levels. Children who drank milk less than once a week
compared to those who drank milk daily were three times more likely to be vitamin D
deficient (95% CI: 2.10-4.00, P<0.001)12, which is consistent with smaller studies in
infants, toddlers, and adolescents13,14.
In NHANES 2005-2006, Bailey et al15 reported that the highest prevalence of
meeting the AI (200 IU/day) from dietary sources alone in males was among 1-3 and 4-8year olds. Among females, age groups 1–3, 4–8, and 9–13 years had the highest
prevalence of meeting the recommendations from the diet. For total vitamin D intake,
females 14–18 years had the lowest prevalence of meeting the AI. Less than 1% of the
population exceeded the UL through diet or when total vitamin D intake was examined15.
In a study of 145 Boston-area children, only 2.1% met the current RDA of 600 IU/d, and
the group had an average dietary intake of 140 IU/d16. Since the release of the 2010 IOM
dietary vitamin D recommendations, there have been no studies, to our knowledge, that
have examined the percentage of U.S. children meeting the current EAR
recommendations.
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Dietary Vitamin D Intake (Supplements)
More than a third of infants, children, and adolescents in the U.S. are reported to
use a dietary supplement17. Multivitamin-mineral supplements are the most commonly
used type of dietary supplement and other frequently used supplements are vitamins A,
C, D, and calcium and iron18. Surveys of adolescents have shown higher dietary
supplement use among athletes and teens with chronic illness19,20.
In 2005–2006, 37% of the U.S. population used a dietary supplement containing
vitamin D with fewer males (33%) than females (40%) reporting use15. Males 14–18
years and females 19–30 years had the lowest prevalence of use of vitamin D dietary
supplements, whereas older adults (≥ 71 years) had the highest reported use. Those 51
years or older had the highest mean intakes of vitamin D provided by supplemental
sources. Dietary supplement use was also associated with higher prevalence of meeting
the AI for vitamin D15 in all groups.
The results of several observational studies in pediatric populations also suggest
that vitamin D supplementation in early childhood might protect against numerous health
problems, including the development of type 1 diabetes mellitus21, and if such
observations were confirmed, amounts to achieve such effects might even be greater. The
2008 American Academy of Pediatrics recommends a daily vitamin D supplement of 400
IU for children without regular exposure to sunlight, who drink less than four cups of
vitamin D–fortified milk per day, and who do not already take a daily dietary supplement
containing at least 400 IU of vitamin D22. This recommendation was based on evidence
suggesting that a daily supplementation dose of 400 IU vitamin D daily is the minimum
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intake that prevents most cases of rickets22. However, meeting these dietary vitamin D
recommendations can be particularly difficult for children, especially when their milk
intakes have been declining in recent years11 and intakes from vitamin D supplements
decrease in adolescence15. It is also important to note that simply recommending
increases in dietary vitamin D solely from food sources may not be nutritionally
appropriate for children. Unless a child eats oily fish frequently, it is very difficult to
obtain the RDA of 600 IU/day from dietary sources. This amount of non-fat or low-fat
milk would provide roughly 540 or 660 calories which is close to a third of calories a
child needs per day. Therefore, especially for overweight/obese and racially diverse
children who may need higher amounts of vitamin D during the winter time, it may be
more feasible to get their vitamin D from a mixture of fortified foods and a dietary
supplement to fulfill their body's vitamin D requirement.
Adherence
Since very few foods contain significant amounts of vitamin D, vitamin D
supplements may be recommended in specific at-risk populations (overweight/obese,
racial/ethnic minorities, those with minimal sunlight exposure, or those with inadequate
consumption of vitamin D from food sources). However, while vitamin D supplements
are recommended for children with low dietary vitamin D intakes or limited sunlight
exposure, there is limited research on the factors that influence adherence to taking them.
Thus, understanding factors that influence adherence to vitamin D supplementation is
important for preventing low levels of serum 25OHD and improving bone-health
measures, especially in children at risk of vitamin D deficiency.
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Health beliefs have been proposed as among the factors that influence adherence
to other lifestyle related behaviors in adults23. The Health Belief Model (HBM) was
among the first to conceptualize beliefs as predictors of preventive health behavior, and
proposed that individuals needed to perceive a threat regarding a health condition before
they consider the benefits and barriers of taking action to reduce their risk of that
condition24. Perceived disease severity and other HBM components have also been
studied as predictors of treatment adherence in adults, and it has been proposed that
greater disease severity threat may be associated with better adherence25. Since the HBM
was developed, there have been several other behavioral theories that have examined why
people carry out certain health and non-health behaviors. These include Theory of
Planned Behavior, Transtheoretical Model, Social Cognitive Theory, and Social
Ecological Model. For the purpose of our study, our questionnaire was modeled after the
2009-2010 NHANES Dietary Supplements and Prescription Medications Questionnaire26
and we chose to focus on specific constructs from the HBM, such as knowledge and
perceptions about vitamin D and how they relate to adherence to taking a supplement.
In addition to health beliefs, another determinant of children’s supplement
adherence may be related to how actively involved parents are in encouraging or
enforcing their child to take a supplement. Children typically manage the responsibility in
taking their vitamins or medications as they get older27, however maintaining some
parental involvement in vitamin routines (i.e. daily habits which include taking vitamins
at a specific time, place, or meal) may improve adherence. It is possible that parental
involvement in vitamin routines is a marker of family functioning, which is also
associated with improved adherence of medications28.
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In the Women's Health Initiative Calcium and Vitamin D Supplementation Trial,
researchers assessed factors related to adherence to vitamin D and calcium. The authors
in this study of postmenopausal women examined a number of behavioral, demographic,
procedural, and treatment variables for association with study pill adherence. They found
that relatively simple interventions to encourage adherence (i.e., phone contact early in
the study and direct social contact later in the trial) improved adherence. Also, at
baseline, past pill-use experiences and personal supplement use were predictive of
adherence in this supplement trial29.
Vitamin D Status
Serum concentrations of 25OHD is the best indicator of vitamin D status2,9. It
reflects vitamin D produced in the skin and that obtained from food and supplements.
Serum 25OHD has a half life of roughly 15 days30. However, before a few years ago,
tests for serum 25OHD were conducted infrequently and were poorly standardized. In
recent years, these tests have become more widely used, and confusion has grown among
the public about how much vitamin D is necessary. Further, the measurements or cutpoints of sufficiency and deficiency used by laboratories to report results have not been
set based on rigorous scientific studies or use of a standard reference material, and no
central authority has determined which cut-points to use2. A single individual might be
deemed deficient or sufficient, depending on the laboratory where the blood is tested.
Further, there is considerable discussion of what level of serum 25OHD is associated
with deficiency, adequacy for bone health, and optimal overall health.
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Based on its review of data of vitamin D needs, the IOM/HC committee
concluded that persons are at risk of vitamin D deficiency at serum 25OHD <12 ng/mL
(<30 nmols/mL) and some are potentially at risk for inadequacy at levels between 12-20
ng/ml. Although it remains controversial31, serum 25OHD levels above the threshold (≥
30ng/ml) are considered to be the level that some researchers believe is optimal for bone
health and possibly for other chronic diseases as well3,31,32.
Vitamin D Deficiency
A vitamin D deficiency can occur when usual dietary intake is lower than
recommended levels over a relatively long time, exposure to sunlight is limited, the
kidneys cannot convert 25OHD to its active form (1,25-dihydroxyvitamin D), or
absorption of vitamin D from the digestive tract is limited. Vitamin D-deficient diets are
also associated with milk allergy, lactose intolerance, and vegan eating patterns4.
In children, severe chronic vitamin D deficiency causes rickets, a disease
characterized by a failure of bone tissue to properly mineralize, resulting in soft bones
and skeletal deformities33. In the late 19th and early 20th century, German physicians
noted that consuming daily 1-3 teaspoons of cod liver oil could reverse rickets and this
knowledge quickly spread to the U.S. In the 1930’s, the fortification of milk with vitamin
D made rickets a rare disease in the U.S., however it is still reported periodically among
African American children34,35.
Groups at Risk of Low Vitamin D Status
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Recently, vitamin D has received growing attention due to the increased
awareness of possible deficiencies among certain populations at risk of vitamin D
deficiency. Most circulating 25OHD comes from exposure to UVB rays in natural
sunlight. However, excess adiposity, dark skin pigmentation, seasonal changes in sunlight
exposure, and living at high latitudes can impair this conversion process3. Under such
circumstances, dietary vitamin D becomes critically important for maintaining adequate
serum concentration of this vitamin.
Overweight and Obesity and Vitamin D
Today about 1 in 3 children and youth (ages 2-19) in the United States are
overweight or obese36,37. Overweight children are more likely to become overweight
adults and the prevalence is higher among certain racial/ethnic groups, such as nonHispanic black and Mexican-American adolescents. The prevalence in these groups
increased more than 10% between 1988-1994 and 1999-2000. More than 23% of nonHispanic black and Mexican-American adolescents were obese in 1999-200037.
Obesity has been suggested to be a risk factor for vitamin D deficiency3,38, which
may also put obese children at greater risk for a variety of diseases, possibly including
diabetes, hypertension, some cancers, and cardiovascular disease1. Compared with
healthy-weight children, overweight, obese, and severely obese children have
significantly greater risk of vitamin D deficiency39. Findings from the NHANES suggest
that overweight and obese children have lower total dietary intakes of vitamin D than
their peers of lower weight but that adiposity may also contribute to their lower serum
25OHD levels as well18. Although the explanation for the increased risk of vitamin D
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deficiency as assessed from serum levels of 25OHD in obesity is unknown, it is
hypothesized that the production of the active vitamin D metabolite in the adipose tissue
is enhanced and it exerts negative feedback control on the hepatic synthesis of 25OHD40.
It has also been suggested that the vitamin D may be sequestered by adipose tissue41. It
has also been speculated that sedentary lifestyles of obese individuals could be associated
with less outdoor activity and reduced sunlight exposure, perhaps also contributing to
reduced vitamin D production and compromised vitamin D status42.
In a study by Wortsman et al. examining whether obesity altered the cutaneous
production of vitamin D3 or the intestinal absorption of D2, healthy obese and matched
healthy lean adults received either a whole-body UV radiation or a pharmacological dose
of vitamin D2 orally38. Obese subjects were found to have significantly lower basal
25OHD concentrations (20.0 ± 2.4 ng/mL) at baseline than age-matched controls (33.9 ±
4.1 ng/mL, P=0.03). Evaluation of blood vitamin D3 concentrations 24 hours after wholebody irradiation showed that the incremental increase in serum vitamin D3 was 57%
lower in the obese than in the non-obese subjects. Body mass index (BMI) was inversely
correlated with serum vitamin D3 concentrations after irradiation (R=-0.55, P=0.003) and
peak serum vitamin D2 concentrations after vitamin D2 intake (R=-0.56, P=0.007). The
researchers concluded that obesity-associated vitamin D insufficiency was likely due to
decreased availability of vitamin D3 from cutaneous and dietary sources because it was
taken up by body fat tissues.
In a study of 21 obese and 20-non obese African American children matched for
age, sex, skin color, and pubertal maturation, subjects were given 400 IU of vitamin D
daily for 1 month42. Vitamin D deficiency (serum 25OHD <20 ng/ml) was present in
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57% obese vs. 40% non-obese at baseline (P = 0.35) and persisted in 24% obese vs. 11%
non-obese (P = 0.42) after treatment. Rajakumar concluded that vitamin D deficiency was
common among obese and non-obese preadolescent African American children, and 400
IU of vitamin D (2x the recommended former AI) daily for 1 month was inadequate to
raise their blood levels of 25OHD to > 30 ng/mL. This means that African-American
obese children may need higher levels of vitamin D than the recommended amount to
achieve a recommended serum 25OHD level.
In a study of 68 obese adolescents who were screened for vitamin D status, the
prevalence of vitamin D insufficiency (serum 25OHD <30 ng/ml) was 100% in obese
females and 91% in obese males43. Adolescents with vitamin D deficiency were treated
with 50,000 IU of vitamin D once a week for 6-8 weeks, whereas adolescents with
vitamin D insufficiency were treated with 800 IU of vitamin D daily for 3 months.
Mean±SE 25OHD level was significantly higher in summer (20 ± 8 ng/mL) than in
spring (14 ± 4 ng/mL, P< 0.02), and significantly lower in winter (15 ± 7 ng/mL) than in
fall (25 ± 15 ng/mL, P< 0.05). Although there was a significant (P < 0.001) increase in
mean 25OHD after the initial course of treatment with vitamin D, 25OHD levels
normalized in only 28% of the participants. Repeat courses with the same dosage in the
other 72% did not significantly change their low vitamin D status. Harel et al. concluded
that increased surveillance and possibly higher vitamin D doses are warranted for obese
adolescents whose total 25OHD levels do not normalize after the initial course of
treatment. Therefore, clarification of the mechanisms of the subnormal concentrations of
25OHD in obesity is relevant for the management of this highly prevalent condition38,
especially in children.
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Racial/Ethnic Minorities and Vitamin D
Racial/ethnic minorities, including blacks, Hispanics, Asians, and multi-racial
groups, now account for 36.6 percent of the total population. In 2011, racial/ethnic
minorities for the first time made up more than half of all children born in the U.S.,
totaling 50.4 percent44. Similar to obese children, some racial/ethnic minorities are also
at risk of low vitamin D levels. Racial/ethnic minorities have significantly higher rates of
low vitamin D levels than their white counterparts (44–49% versus 10%, respectively in
children)45. Twenty percent of children aged 6–11 years in recent cycles of NHANES
conducted in 2003–2004 and 2005–2006, were reported to have serum 25OHD
concentrations < 20 ng/mL46, and non-Hispanic (NH) blacks had higher rates of
deficiency than NH whites (51% vs 9%). In addition, a cross-sectional clinic-based study
of 307 children (11-18 years old) in Boston, an area of higher latitude (42°), reported that
52% of African American and Hispanic children had serum 25OHD levels <20 ng/mL13.
Further, in another sample of 145 schoolchildren from the Boston area, 83.4% were
found to be 25OHD deficient with lower levels in Hispanics compared to whites (14.6 ±
6.1 ng/mL vs. 17.9 ± 4.6 ng/mL; P<0.01)16. Moreover, Sullivan et al. observed that at the
end of winter and summer 48% and 17%, respectively, of non-Hispanic white girls (9-11
years of age) in Maine also had low 25OHD (<20 ng/mL)47.
Populations with Darker Skin Pigmentation and Vitamin D
Some vitamin D is obtained from dietary sources; however the majority of
vitamin D is synthesized in the skin through exposure to UVB light3. Solar UVB
radiation (wavelength 290 to 315 nm) penetrates the skin and converts 7-
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dehydrocholesterol to provitamin D3, which is then converted to vitamin D33,48. The
efficiency of vitamin D3 synthesis in the skin is dependent on the number of UVB
photons that penetrate the epidermis. The skin pigment, melanin, absorbs UVB and
determines the number of photons that reach the lower malpighian cellular layers of the
skin, where vitamin D3 synthesis takes place49. Accordingly, some darker-skinned
racial/ethnic groups have lower serum 25OHD concentrations than lighter skinned groups
living in the same geographic area8,50,51. However, race/ethnicity is only a proxy measure
of skin color. There is a large gradation of skin color within groups and considerable
overlap between groups51. Further, skin color and vitamin D has not been examined in a
racially and ethnically diverse population of U.S. children.
The 2010 IOM/HC report recommended research to clarify the association
between skin pigmentation, sunlight exposure, and vitamin D status2. In a recent review
of the literature on sunlight exposure assessment, sunlight exposure questionnaires were
found to provide imprecise estimates of vitamin D status52. Researchers recommend that
studies involving sunlight exposure, skin color, and vitamin D should use objective and
non-intrusive measurements of sunlight exposure and skin color in order to quantify
personal vitamin D status52. Tools that can assess the quantitative measurements of UVB
exposure are the preferred methods to assess melanin content, which influence cutaneous
synthesis of vitamin D52. Few studies have assessed the relationship between skin color,
race/ethnicity, and serum 25OHD53-56, and none have used direct quantitative measures of
exposed (facultative) and unexposed (genetic or constitutive) skin color in
racially/ethnically diverse U.S. children from northern latitudes.
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Rockell et al. examined the association between constitutive (genetic) and suninduced (facultative) skin color and 25OHD in a group of Maoris (n=87) and Europeans
(n=255) living in New Zealand (46°S latitude) in summer. Mean±SD 25OHD was
significantly higher in Europeans than Pacific People, 35 ± 12 ng/mL vs. 30 ± 14 ng/mL,
respectively. Based on constitutive skin color, 35% of participants were very light, 45%
light, 16% intermediate, 4% tanned, and 0% brown or dark. Skin color at the forearm but
not constitutive skin color was a significant predictor of 25OHD. Each 10 degrees lower
skin color value at the forearm (more tanning) was associated with a 2 ng/mL higher
25OHD (P<0.001). Tanning but not natural skin color was an important determinant of
25OHD.
Armas et al. examined the relationship between UVB exposure and 25OHD
concentrations as a function of skin pigmentation57. Seventy-two participants with
various skin tones had 90% of their skin exposed to UVB light (20-80 mJ/cm2) 3 times a
week for 4 weeks and serum 25OHD was measured weekly. Eighty percent of the
variation in treatment response was explained by UVB dose and skin tone. Researchers
concluded that the response of 25OHD levels to UVB light was dependent on skin
pigmentation and the amount of UVB given57. Their findings are similar to other work
that reports low levels of 25OHD in participants with darker skin8,58. However, other
studies have shown that the response to UV is dependent on genetic factors59, duration
and dose rate of UV exposure and baseline serum 25OHD levels60.
In another study, Nessvi et al. found an association between 25OHD and skin
color, with an increase of 1 ng/mL per 10° increase in ITA value, indicating higher
25OHD with lighter skin color. However, much of this association disappeared after
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adjusting for ethnicity. In contrast, ethnicity remained associated with 25OHD after
adjusting for skin color and skin reaction-to-sun exposure. These results indicate that
self-defined ethnicity was a major determinant of variations in serum 25OHD, while
objective measures of skin color explained relatively little additional variation55. Further,
these studies show that skin color and its relation to serum 25OHD is much more
complicated than previously thought, and race/ethnicity may be capturing genetic and
other characteristics in addition to skin color that influence 25OHD.
Summary
In summary, vitamin D is an essential nutrient for bone growth and development
in children. Vitamin D has received growing attention due to the increased awareness of
possible deficiencies among certain populations that include children who do not
consume vitamin D-rich foods or supplements, are overweight or obese, or have darker
skin pigmentation. This research set out to determine how vitamin D is affected by
weight status, race/ethnicity, and skin pigmentation and to understand the factors that
promote adherence to vitamin D supplementation in children. It is imperative to gain an
understanding of the differences in vitamin D intake and serum 25OHD status in children
at risk of vitamin D deficiency. Ultimately, the results of this research may help to
provide insight into the vitamin D intake and supplementation recommendations for
vulnerable childhood populations.
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Abstract
Overweight children and minorities are at risk of vitamin D deficiency. Little information
exists on whether overweight children and minorities who do not meet dietary vitamin D
recommendations are at risk for low 25-hydroxyvitamin D (25OHD) status. Vitamin D
intake from foods and dietary supplements was estimated in 3,310 children/adolescents
who were examined as part of the 2005-2006 NHANES. Weight status was dichotomized
into healthy weight or overweight/obese. Parent-reported race/ethnicity was categorized:
non-Hispanic (NH) white, NH black, Mexican American, or other. Adjusted logistic
regression was used to determine whether children who did not achieve the Estimated
Average Requirement (EAR) were at increased risk for inadequate 25OHD. Nearly 75%
of children failed to meet the EAR. Overall, not meeting the EAR was associated with
inadequate 25OHD (OR: 2.5, 95% CI: 1.4-4.5). However, this association differed by
weight status (P=0.02) and race/ethnicity (P=0.02). Overweight/obese children who
failed to meet the EAR were five times more likely to be at risk for inadequate 25OHD
than overweight/obese children who met it (95% CI: 2.0-12.7, P<0.001). NH blacks with
intakes below the EAR were nearly four times more likely to be at risk for inadequate
25OHD than those who met the EAR (95% CI: 1.5-9.7, P<0.01). The majority of U.S.
children failed to meet current vitamin D recommendations. Overweight/obese and nonHispanic black children were especially likely to be at risk for inadequate 25OHD when
not consuming the EAR.
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Introduction
Most circulating serum 25-hydroxyvitamin D (25OHD) comes from exposure of
the skin to ultraviolet rays in natural sunlight. However seasonal changes in sunlight
exposure, living at high latitudes, dark skin pigmentation, and other factors can impair the
exposure1, making it important to meet dietary vitamin D recommendations to maintain
adequate serum 25OHD concentrations. In 2011, the Institute of Medicine (IOM) revised
its recommendations for dietary reference intakes for vitamin D increasing it from 200 IU
(5 µg) [the previous Adequate Intake (AI)] to an estimated average requirement (EAR) of
400 IU (10 µg) to meet the needs of half of children aged 1-18 years and set 600 IU (15
µg) daily as the Recommended Dietary Allowance to meet the needs of 97.5% of
individuals2. However, many children failed to meet even the previous AI
recommendations3 and intakes were also found to vary by weight status4 and
race/ethnicity5,6.
In addition, various studies have found that attaining adequate 25OHD
concentrations (>20ng/ml) is more challenging for overweight/obese individuals and
racial/ethnic minorities4,7,8. Serum 25OHD has been found to be low in obese adults4,8,
but the association of 25OHD with overweight and obesity has not been well
characterized in children. In addition, 20% of children aged 6–11 years in recent cycles of
NHANES conducted in 2003–2004 and 2005–2006, were reported to have serum 25OHD
concentrations < 20 ng/mL9, and NH blacks had higher rates of inadequate 25OHD status
than NH whites (51% vs 9%).
To the best of our knowledge, since the release of the IOM report, the risk of
vitamin D inadequacy relative to the 2011 DRIs has not been shown in U.S. children by
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weight status or race/ethnicity. The presence of lower 25OHD concentrations in
overweight/obese and racially/ethnically diverse populations needs to be confirmed and
the possible reasons for differences in these concentrations explored to better manage
inadequate vitamin D status in children8. Thus, the objective of this study was to examine
the association between not meeting the EAR and inadequate 25OHD status, and how
this relationship differed by weight status and race/ethnicity in a nationally representative
population-based sample of U.S. children and adolescents aged 1 to 18 years who were
surveyed in the NHANES 2005-2006.
Methods
Overview of NHANES
The NHANES is a nationally representative, cross-sectional population-based
survey that samples non-institutionalized, civilian U.S. residents using a complex,
stratified, multi-stage probability cluster sampling design10. The NHANES oversamples
certain subgroups of people including black, Mexican American, and low-income
persons. Written informed consent was obtained from all participants or proxies and the
survey protocol was approved by the Research Ethics Review Board at the National
Center for Health Statistics. Each person was interviewed to collect data on
demographics, socioeconomic status, dietary habits including dietary supplement use, and
health-related topics. Examinations were conducted on each participant to obtain medical
and laboratory measures. Information on latitude of residence is not available in the
public use data set to protect respondent confidentiality. Latitude data were accessed
through the Research Data Center at the National Center for Health Statistics.
Study sample
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For this study, data on children and adolescents aged 1-18 years from the
NHANES 2005-2006 were included. Children with missing data for 24-hour dietary
recalls, serum 25OHD, height or weight, and those pregnant or lactating were excluded
(n=722). After applying the exclusion criteria mentioned above, 3310 total eligible
persons were available for analyses.
Questionnaire Data
Age was categorized into 1-8 year and 9-18 year age groups. Race/ethnicity was
self-reported as NH white, NH black, Mexican American, and other (persons of multirace and persons with race/ethnicity other than NH white, NH black, or Mexican)11.
Poverty income ratio defined as the ratio of a family’s income relative to the U.S. poverty
threshold, was categorized into three groups: < 130%, 130 - < 350%, and ≥ 350%12.
Sedentary time was calculated based on the number of hours per day spent watching
television, videos, and using a computer. Data in the northern United States were
collected in summer (May 1 – October 31) and data in the south were collected in winter
(November 1 – April 30). Latitude was dichotomized to north (≥ 35°N) and south (<
35°N) based on estimated levels of UV light exposure13,14.
Anthropometrics
Height, weight, and waist circumference were collected based on NHANES
anthropometry and physical activity manual standards15. Weight status was classified into
three groups: underweight (BMI < 5th percentile for age), healthy weight (BMI ≥ 5th and
< 85th percentile for age), and overweight/obese children (BMI > 85th percentile for age)
based on the Center for Disease Control’s classifications16. The underweight category
was removed for regression analyses based on the small sample size (N=75).
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Dietary intake
Dietary intake was calculated from two 24-h recalls using the USDA's Automated
Multiple-Pass method17. For both 24-h recalls, proxy respondents report for children who
are 5 years and younger and proxy-assisted interviews were conducted with children 6–
11 years of age18. Data on dietary intakes of vitamin D were available in the continuous
NHANES 2005-2006 and were released in 200919. The National Cancer Institute (NCI)
method20 was used to estimate usual dietary vitamin D intake utilizing the amount-only
part of the NCI-method following similar methods of Bailey et al3. The complete details
of the NCI method and the SAS macros necessary to fit this model can be found at the
NCI Web site21. The 24-hr recalls were also used to derive average total calories and total
fat in grams22.
Information on dietary supplement use is collected during the household interview
as part of the Dietary Supplement Questionnaire. Information includes the participant's
use of vitamins, minerals, herbs, and other dietary supplements over the past 30 days. The
average daily intake of vitamin D from dietary supplements was calculated for
individuals based on methods by Bailey et al3, using the number of days supplement use
reported, the reported amount taken per day, and the serving size unit from the product
label. The total contribution of vitamin D from foods and supplemental sources was then
dichotomized as intake above or below the EAR (400 IU/day), the level appropriate for
assessing intakes of population groups23.
Biochemical measurements
During the NHANES health examination, blood samples were obtained by
venipuncture and immediately centrifuged, aliquoted, and frozen to -20°C. The frozen
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serum and plasma samples were then shipped on dry ice to central laboratories and are
stored at -70°C until analysis. Detailed descriptions of laboratory methodology can be
found on the NHANES Web site19. During the 2005-2006 survey, serum 25OHD levels
were measured by using the 2-step procedure with the DiaSorin, Inc (Stillwater, MN),
25OHD assay. The assay was designed to detect serum 25OHD values from 5 to 100
ng/mL. Values of less than 5.0 and greater than 70 ng/mL were verified by means of
reassay, including re-extraction. Any sample batches with coefficients of variation of
greater than 10% were also reassayed. Vitamin D status was classified as inadequate (<
20 ng/ml) according to IOM criteria2 for the main analyses. This level was chosen based
on previous NHANES studies9,24 that have used serum 25OHD less than 20ng/ml as the
cut-point for inadequacy. For descriptive analyses, vitamin D status was classified into
the following three categories: inadequate (<20 ng/ml), adequate (20 - < 30 ng/ml), and
optimal (≥ 30 ng/ml).
Statistical analysis
All statistical analyses were performed using SAS software (version 9.2, SAS
Institute Inc, Cary, NC) and SUDAAN software (version 10.0, Research Triangle
Institute, Research Triangle Park, NC) and weighted to the U.S. population to provide
nationally representative estimates. As per NHANES guidelines18, dietary day 1 sample
weights were used to produce statistically reliable estimates taking the complex survey
design into account. Detailed descriptions on sample weights and variance estimation
methods are provided in the NHANES analytic guidelines25.
For the purpose of descriptive and regression analyses, serum 25OHD
concentrations were stratified into three categories (inadequate < 20 ng/mL, adequate 20 -
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< 30 ng/ml, and optimal ≥ 30 ng/mL) for analyses. Concentrations in nmol/dL are
obtained from multiplying by 2.496. Potential confounding variables considered in the
data analysis were age, sex, poverty income ratio, dietary energy intake, season of
examination, sedentary time, and latitude. Descriptive categorical variables were
compared by vitamin D status groups by using the Rao-Scott Chi-Square test. Continuous
variables were compared by vitamin D status groups using LSMEANS in SUDAAN. For
variables (waist circumference, dietary vitamin D, dietary energy, and dietary fat) that
were positively skewed, natural log transformations were applied prior to analyses and
geometric means were presented. The association between not meeting the EAR and
inadequacy as determined by 25OHD level was analyzed with multivariate logistic
regression analysis after adjusting for age, gender, race/ethnicity, weight status, dietary
energy, sedentary time, poverty-to-income ratio, season, and latitude. Due to missing
variables and excluding the underweight category, there were 2,465 participants included
in the adjusted analyses. Multivariate-unadjusted and adjusted odds ratios (ORs) and 95%
CIs were calculated for inadequate serum 25HOHD status. Interactions were determined
between vitamin D intake and weight status and race/ethnicity by including cross-product
terms in regression analyses. Significant interactions between vitamin D intake and
weight status and race/ethnicity were further explored by stratified analyses. A P-value of
< 0.05 was considered significant in all analyses.
Results and Discussion
Selected characteristics of the 3,310 children are shown by serum 25OHD status
in Table 1. The study population consisted of 48% females. Over a third of children
(33%) were overweight or obese. The sample was racially/ethnically diverse with 39%
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characterized as NH black, Mexican American, or other. Overall, 74% of children did not
meet the EAR for vitamin D intake.
Table 2 displays mean serum 25OHD, anthropometrics, dietary intake, and
sedentary activity time by vitamin D status of the cohort. Mean 25OHD was 26.0 ng/ml
(95% CI 25.5-26.5). Children with inadequate serum 25OHD were older, taller, weighed
more, and had higher BMI percentiles and larger waist circumferences than those with
adequate and optimal serum 25OHD. Total dietary energy and total fat did not vary by
serum 25OHD status. Sedentary activity time differed by vitamin D status groups with
children with inadequate 25OHD reporting the greatest time spent in sedentary activity.
The IOM committee assumed minimal sun exposure when establishing the DRIs for
vitamin D, but most children acquire at least some vitamin D from sun exposure. Thus it
is not surprising that average total vitamin D intake for the optimal 25OHD status group
was below the EAR.
The use of dietary supplements containing vitamin D was low (28%), and was
greater in the adequate (14%) and optimal (11%) vitamin D status groups compared to
the inadequate (3%) status group (P<0.001). Of children who reported taking dietary
supplements with vitamin D, 70% were NH white children with only 7% of NH blacks,
11% of Mexican Americans, and 12% of other/multi-racial groups reporting use
(P<0.001). Use also differed by weight status: 74% healthy weight compared to 26%
overweight/obese children (P=0.005).
Overall, total dietary vitamin D intake was positively associated with serum
25OHD status, which is consistent with a previous but smaller study including one of 145
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9-15-year old racially/ethnically diverse children in the northeast26. Not meeting the EAR
was significantly associated with inadequate 25OHD status in unadjusted (OR: 3.7, 95%
CI: 2.6-5.2) and multivariate-adjusted (OR: 2.5, 95% CI: 1.4-4.5) logistic regression
analyses. This association was modified by weight status (P for interaction =0.02) and
race/ethnicity (P for interaction =0.02).
Table 3 shows the odds ratios for inadequate 25OHD for those not meeting the
EAR compared with those that did, stratified by weight and race/ethnicity categories.
Overall, children that were taller, heavier, and had larger waist circumferences were more
likely to have inadequate vitamin D levels. Because vitamin D is fat soluble and is readily
stored in adipose tissue, it is possible that vitamin D could be taken up by a larger body
pool of fat in larger individuals8. Therefore, it may take more dietary vitamin D to
achieve recommended serum 25OHD levels in overweight/obese children and for this
reason they have lower amounts of circulating serum 25OHD than do healthy weight
children. In the present study, overweight/obese children were five times more likely to
be at risk for inadequate 25OHD if they failed to meet the EAR compared to
overweight/obese children who did met it; however this association was much smaller for
healthy weight children. This suggests that overweight/obese children were especially
likely to be at risk for inadequate serum 25OHD when their intakes were below the EAR.
There were significantly fewer NH black, Mexican American, and other/multiracial children who met the EAR than NH whites. For those who failed to meet the EAR,
NH black and other/multi-racial children were almost four times more likely to be at risk
for inadequate 25OHD compared to NH black or other/multi-racial children who met the
EAR. Similar to overweight/obese children, this suggests that NH black and other/multi-
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racial children were especially likely to be at risk for inadequate 25OHD status when not
consuming the EAR. In addition, fewer minorities achieved adequate or optimal serum
25OHD levels compared to NH white children, which is consistent with previous work in
Canadians6. Moreover, less than 6% of NH black children had serum 25OHD levels
above the threshold (≥ 30ng/ml) that some researchers believe is optimal for bone health
and emerging evidence suggest possibly for other chronic diseases as well1,27,28. More
research is needed to determine if current dietary vitamin D recommendations are
adequate for these populations to meet recommended serum 25OHD levels that are
thought to be adequate for bone health6.
The study’s strengths include its nationally representative, population-based
sample of U.S. children and adolescents and its examination of current dietary vitamin D
recommendations using established usual total nutrient intake methods3. A limitation of
our study was that due to geographic preference for sampling in NHANES, serum
25OHD was collected in northern states in the summer and southern states in the winter,
which may have increased overall 25OHD levels and explained the null effect of season
and latitude on serum 25OHD. Further, while specific foods and beverages were not
examined in this study, other data document that the main sources of dietary vitamin D in
U.S children’s diets are milk and dairy products29 although children’s milk intakes have
been declining over recent years30.
Conclusions
These findings suggest that children who did not consume current dietary vitamin
D

recommendations

were

at

increased

risk

for

inadequate

25OHD

status.

Overweight/obese and non-Hispanic black children were especially likely to be at risk
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when they do not consume the EAR. Future research is needed to confirm these findings.
In the meantime, effort should be made to ensure that all children achieve recommended
intakes of vitamin D. Furthermore, dietitians and others should be aware that low dietary
vitamin D intakes may be especially detrimental among overweight children and NH
black children.
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Table 1. Select characteristics by vitamin D status in children ages 1-18 in NHANES 2005-2006 (N=3310)

Age
1-8 y
9-18 y
Sex
Male
Female
Race/Ethnicity
NH White
NH Black
Mexican American
Other
Weight Category
(n=2789)
Underweight (<5th %tile)
Healthy (5-84.9th %tile)
Overweight (85-95th
%tile)
Obese (>95th %tile)
Poverty- income ratio
<130%
130% - <350%
>350%
Seasonc (n=3167)
Winter
Summer
Latituded
South
North

Inadequate
(<20 ng/ml)
[N=1204]

Adequate
(20-<30 ng/ml)
[N=1463]

Optimal
(>30 ng/ml)
[N=643]

% (SE)

% (SE)

% (SE)

Pa

9.4 (0.8)
30.2 (1.9)

48.4 (2.7)
46.5 (1.9)

42.2 (2.7)
23.2 (1.5)

<0.001

18.4 (1.4)
26.0 (1.6)

48.2 (2.2)
46.3 (2.6)

33.4 (2.6)
27.7 (2.0)

0.03

10.1 (1.6)
58.4 (1.8)
31.6 (1.7)
30.0 (3.2)

48.8 (2.2)
35.6 (2.1)
51.0 (2.1)
49.2 (4.6)

41.1 (1.6)
5.9 (1.0)
17.9 (1.7)
20.8 (2.9)

<0.001

25.2 (8.1)b
20.1 (1.1)
26.0 (2.6)
36.8 (4.0)

29.8 (7.8)
47.3 (1.5)
47.7 (3.0)
44.6 (3.7)

45.0 (11.2)
32.5 (1.5)
26.3 (3.6)
18.6 (3.7)

30.9 (1.5)
20.6 (1.3)
15.3 (1.8)

45.8 (2.3)
49.5 (2.3)
46.1 (2.5)

23.3 (2.0)
30.0 (2.1)
38.7 (2.5)

<0.001

21.7 (1.6)
22.3 (1.4)

49.3 (2.1)
45.8 (1.8)

29.0 (1.0)
31.9 (2.1)

0.33

<0.001

0.17
20.1 (1.9)
50.8 (2.1)
29.1 (1.3)
22.9 (1.3)
45.7 (1.9)
31.4 (1.7)
NHANES indicates National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey; NH is non-Hispanic
a
Analyzed with Rao-Scott Chi-square test; bThe relative SE is >30%, this estimate is unreliable; cData
collected during May 1-Oct 31 (summer) and Nov 1-April 30 (winter); dSouth is <35° and North is >35°
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Table 2. Serum 25OHD, anthropometrics, dietary intake, and sedentary time by vitamin D status in children ages 118 in NHANES 2005-2006 (N=3310)
Inadequate

Adequate

Optimal

(<20 ng/ml)

(20-<30 ng/ml)

(>30 ng/ml)

[N=1204]

[N=1463]

[N=643]

Mean

95% CI

Mean

95% CI

25OHD (ng/mL)

14.6

14.3-14.9

25.0

24.7-25.2

Height (cm), (n=3108)

153

151-155

143

140-145

Weight (kg), (n=3300)

57.1

52.6-61.5

43.2

40.6-45.8

BMI percentile, (n=2789)

70.1

66.7-73.4

64.5

61.7-67.4

76.1

73.4-78.9

68.0

66.5-69.5

213

199-228

298

284-314

1,837

1,773-1,904

1,893

Total fat (g/day)b

67.7

65.1-70.4

Sedentary time (hrs/day)

1.7

1.5-1.9

Waist Circumference (cm),
(n=3082)

b

Total dietary vitamin D
(IU/day)

b

Total dietary energy
(kcals/day)b

Overall Pa

Mean

95% CI

35.8

35.1-36.4

136

132-140

35.6

32.1-39.0

d

57.9

62.4-54.1

c

63.1

60.9-65.6

312

288-338

1,824-1,963

1,834

1,770-1,900

0.25

68.2

64.9-71.7

66.9

64.2-69.8

0.85

1.4

1.3-1.5

1.0

0.9-1.2

c

c
c

c

c

c

c
c

P<0.001
P<0.001

c

P<0.001

c

P<0.001

c

c

P<0.001

P<0.001

P<0.001

NHANES indicates National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey; NH is non-Hispanic
a

All mean values presented are calculated with LSMEANS

b

Values presented are geometric mean + 95% CI for waist circumference, dietary vitamin D, dietary energy and

dietary fat because of skewed distribution.
c

Mean is significantly different from inadequate 25OHD, P<0.001

d

Mean is significantly different from inadequate 25OHD, P<0.05
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Table 3. Odds ratio for being at risk for inadequate 25OHD in U.S. children not meeting
the EAR (relative to meeting the EAR) stratified by weight status and race/ethnicity
(N=2465) a

Modifier

Odds Ratio

95% CI

P-value

Healthy weight

1.86

1.04-3.33

0.04

Overweight/obese

5.05

2.02-12.65

<0.001

NH white

2.28

0.85-6.13

0.10

NH black

3.80

1.48-9.70

<0.01

Mexican American

1.49

0.88-2.53

0.14

Other

4.05

1.01-16.28

<0.05

Weight status

Race/ethnicity

NH is non-Hispanic
a

Adjusted for age, sex, poverty to income ratio, dietary calories, sedentary time, season

and latitude
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Abstract
Purpose: The relationship between quantitative measures of genetic skin color and serum
25OHD has not been described in racially diverse groups of children. The objective of
this study is to determine the extent to which genetic skin color explains racial/ethnic
differences in serum 25OHD concentrations in urban schoolchildren.
Methods: In a cross-sectional study, ANCOVA was used to determine associations of
serum 25OHD with parent-reported race/ethnicity and genetic skin color as measured by
reflectance colorimeter [Individual Typology Angle (ITA°, higher value corresponds to
lighter skin)], in 307 Greater Boston schoolchildren aged 9-15.
Results: Nearly 60% of all children were inadequate in 25OHD (<20ng/mL) and only 5%
met a 25OHD status >30ng/ml. Prevalence of inadequate 25OHD differed by
race/ethnicity (P<0.001). Mean (SD) ITA° skin color also varied by race/ethnicity
(P<0.001): white 50.1° (10.1), black -10.7° (25.2), Hispanic 34.1° (10.7), Asian 28.7°
(14.6), multi-racial/other 31.3° (14.9). Serum 25OHD increased 0.6 ng/mL per 10°
increase in ITA° value (P<0.001). The prediction of 25OHD by race/ethnicity was
slightly stronger than the prediction by skin color in separate models (R2=0.19, R2=0.16,
respectively). The addition of race/ethnicity to the model that included skin color added
significantly increased explanatory value (P=0.03).
Conclusions: Most urban schoolchildren had inadequate 25OHD and prevalence of
inadequate status was higher in racial/ethnic minorities. Race/ethnicity and genetic skin
color were similarly predictive of 25OHD; however race/ethnicity explained additional
variability in 25OHD beyond skin color in this population.
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Introduction
Vitamin D, known mainly for its role in calcium regulation, may be associated
with a variety of diseases that can affect children, including upper respiratory infections,
autoimmune diseases, certain cancers, and cardiometabolic diseases[1]. Some vitamin D
is obtained from dietary sources; however the majority of vitamin D is synthesized in the
skin through exposure to UVB light[1]. Solar UVB radiation (wavelength 290 to 315 nm)
penetrates the skin and converts 7-dehydrocholesterol to provitamin D3, which is then
converted to vitamin D3[1, 2].
The efficiency of provitamin D3 synthesis in the skin is dependent on the number
of UVB photons that penetrate the skin. The skin pigment, melanin, absorbs UVB and
determines the number of photons that reach the lower malpighian cellular layers of the
skin, where vitamin D3 synthesis takes place[3]. Accordingly, darker-skinned
racial/ethnic groups have lower serum 25-hydroxyvitamin D (25OHD) concentrations
than lighter skinned groups living in the same geographic area[4-6]. However,
race/ethnicity is only a proxy measure of skin color. There is a large gradation of skin
color within groups and considerable overlap between groups[5].
Few studies have assessed the relationship between race/ethnicity, skin color, and
serum 25OHD[7-10], and none has used direct quantitative measures of skin color in
racially/ethnically diverse groups of U.S. children from northern latitudes. Further, it has
not been described whether racial/ethnic variation in vitamin D status is solely a function
of skin color, or a combination of skin color and other factors, such as genetics, diet, or
other lifestyle factors. If racial/ethnic variation in 25OHD is not just due to skin color
differences, then future identifications of other factors that influence 25OHD status may
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provide new targets for clinical and public health interventions. Thus, the aim of this
study was to determine the extent to which skin color explains racial/ethnic differences in
serum 25OHD among schoolchildren. Our hypothesis was that skin color would explain
most or all of the racial/ethnic differences in serum 25OHD.
Methods
Study subjects
Subjects were enrolled in the Daily D Health Study, a randomized, double-blind
trial, assessing the impact of vitamin D supplementation on serum 25OHD and
cardiometabolic risk factors in 4th-8th grade schoolchildren. Schoolchildren in the fourth
to eighth grades (9-15 years) were recruited from three urban school districts (Everett,
Malden and Somerville, MA) north of Boston (42° N) during October-December of
2011. Previous research in children of similar age from the Boston area showed high
rates of low 25OHD status[11, 12]. Recruitment was done in five elementary/middle
schools through classroom presentations, school newsletters, and fliers sent home with
the children. Children were excluded if they were currently taking vitamin D or multivitamin supplements (a minimum of a two-week wash-out period was required prior to
the start of the study), were taking oral glucocorticoids, or had rickets, cystic fibrosis,
kidney disease, sarcoidosis, irritable bowel syndrome, epilepsy, or HIV/AIDS. Each
student was given a gift card to a large local retailer for participating. Consent forms and
study information materials were available in English, Spanish, Portuguese, HaitianCreole, and Chinese, the major languages spoken in the communities. Both parental
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informed consent and the child’s assent were obtained. The study protocol was approved
by Tufts University’s Institutional Review Board (#1103016).
Subjects arrived between 6:45 and 8 AM, before the start of the school day, after
a 12-hour overnight fast. Study measurements included height and weight, phlebotomy,
skin color measurements, dietary and physical activity questionnaires, and a selfadministered questionnaire to assess pubertal status. All measurements in this analysis
were from baseline of the parent study.
Sociodemographics
Birth date, race/ethnicity, and maternal education were reported by parents during
the informed consent procedure. Age in months was calculated as examination date
minus birth date and converted to age in years. Parents were asked to choose one of the
following to describe their children: white/Caucasian, black/African American,
Mexican/Mexican-American,

other

Hispanic/Latino,

Asian/Asian-American/Asian-

Indian, Native American/American Indian, multiracial/ethnic, or other[13]. Parents were
asked to provide the highest level of education received by the mother: no formal
schooling, <8th grade, ≥ 8th grade but < high school, high school graduate, post-high
school trade/technical school, 1-3 years of college, college graduate, or graduate
work/higher degree.
Anthropometric and pubertal status measures
Height and weight were measured in triplicate with light clothing and without
shoes. Height was measured using a portable stadiometer (Model 214, Seca Weighing
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and Measuring Systems, Hanover, MD) with the head in the Frankfurt plane made with a
right angle height procedure[14] and recorded to the closest 1/8th inch. Weight was
measured on a portable balance beam scale (Healthometer, Boca Raton, FL) and recorded
to the closest 0.25 pound. Body mass index (BMI) was calculated and then expressed as a
z-score (BMIz) using the U.S. Centers for Disease Control sex-specific growth
charts[15].

Pubertal status was assessed by asking the female subjects if they had

reached menarche (yes/no) and male subjects if their voice had changed (not yet
started/barely started/definitely underway/seems complete)[16,

17]

. Answering “yes” for

menarche for girls or answering “definitely underway” or “seems complete” for voice
change for boys was considered a marker for late puberty.
Dietary intake and physical activity
Dietary intakes were assessed using the Block Kid 2004 Food Frequency
Questionnaire[18, 19] (NutritionQuest, Berkeley, CA), which was used in a previous study
in a similar population of children[12]. The 8-page questionnaire asked about frequency
and quantity of 78 foods eaten, as well as multivitamin intake over the past week and
took approximately 20-30 minutes to complete. The dietary data were quantified and
reported as daily intakes of energy and nutrients. The Block Kids Physical Activity
Screener (NutritionQuest, Berkeley, CA) was used to assess moderate and vigorous
physical activity and sedentary time. The one-page form asked subjects to report
frequency and duration for leisure activities, school activities, chores, part-time jobs, and
hours per day watching television, playing video games, and using the internet.
Skin color
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Skin color was measured at an anatomical site by reflectance colorimetry using
the ChromaMeter 400 (CR-400; Minolta) by trained research assistants following an
established protocol[7, 9, 20].

Research assistants were instructed to remove and

subsequently reposition the ChromaMeter head following each reading at each site.
Measurements on the upper anterior arm, midway between the axilla and the medial
epicondyle were taken to estimate genetic, or constitutive, skin color. Measurements on
the posterior forearm, midway between the olecranon and the ulnar epicondlye, were
taken to estimate facultative skin color, which consists of genetic skin color plus tanning.
If a reading was compromised because the subject moved, the research assistant lost grip
on the ChromaMeter handle, or other errors, that reading was immediately replaced with
another (fifth) reading. Two variables were reported (L* and b*) based on the mean of
four measurements, representing the degrees along the lightness-darkness (L*) and
yellow-blue axes (b*), respectively. These two values were used to calculate the
Individual Typology Angle (ITA°), indicative of skin color: ITA° = [(ArcTangent (L –
50/b)) x 180/π][21, 22]. Skin color is classified into six categories using ITA°: very light
> 55 > light > 41 > intermediate > 28 > tanned > 10 > brown > -30 > dark[23].
Serum 25OHD
Total serum 25OHD was measured by the validated[24] liquid chromatographymass spectrometry (LC-MS/MS) method including fractionation of 25OHD3 and
25OHD2 in serum[25].

25OHD3 and 25OHD2 calibration control solutions were

generated from National Institute of Standards and Technology reference standards[26]
provided by Calbiochem (San Diego, CA). 25OHD samples from study subjects were
prepared and analyzed through a turbulent flow LC system (Cohesive Technologies,
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Franklin, MA) followed by traditional laminar flow chromatography. The study samples
were analyzed relative to the control solutions (National Institute of Standards and
Technology vitamin D standard references) for detection and quantification of the
25OHD3 and 25OHD2 component of each sample. The analysis was performed using a
TSQ Quantum Ultra triple mass-spectrometer (Thermo Finnigan Corp., San Jose, CA).
The intra-assay coefficient of variation is 6.0%. Serum 25OHD status was classified as
inadequate (<20 ng/ml) according to the Institute of Medicine criteria[24],[27] and ≥ 30
ng/ml based on research suggesting that this may be the optimal level of 25OHD for both
children and adults[28],[29]. Concentrations in nmol/dL are obtained from multiplying by
2.496.
Statistical Analyses
The study originally included 310 subjects. Three were excluded from analyses
because they were missing parent-reported race/ethnicity (n=1), skin color measurement
(n=1), or had parent-reported hyperpigmentation, leaving 307 subjects. Intra-class
correlation coefficients to test the reliability of the ChromaMeter skin color readings were
calculated on four measurements of skin color on a sub-sample of children (n=34)
following similar methods of previous researchers[20, 30]. Data were analyzed using
SAS version 9.2 (SAS Institute, Cary, NC, 2008). Racial/ethnic categories were
aggregated to white, Hispanic, black, Asian, and multi-racial/other. Skin color categories
were consolidated into three groups: light (ITA°>41°), intermediate (41°>ITA°>28°), and
brown (28°>ITA°). Weight status was dichotomized to healthy weight (BMI > 5th and <
85th percentile-for-age) and overweight/obese (BMI > 85th percentile-for-age). Six
subjects were classified as underweight and excluded from descriptive analyses. Maternal
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education was coded as a binary variable as post-secondary education (yes/no). Chisquare tests were used to compare the distributions of categorical variables between
racial/ethnic groups. Analysis of variance with Bonferonni adjustments were used to
compare continuous variables between the 5 racial/ethnic groups. Analysis of covariance
(ANCOVA) was used to determine the association of genetic skin color with total serum
25OHD before and after including race/ethnicity. A F-test for comparison of R2 was
completed to determine if the addition of race/ethnicity to the model that included skin
color was significantly different than the model without race/ethnicity. Covariates that
were controlled for included age, gender, BMIz, dietary vitamin D, sedentary time,
reported maternal education, and pubertal development.

The potential interaction

between race/ethnicity and genetic skin color as predictors of serum 25OHD was
investigated by including a cross-product term in ANCOVA analyses. A P-value of <0.05
was considered statistically significant in all analyses.
Results
Subject characteristics
The study population consisted of 52% females. Nearly half (46%) of the children
were overweight/obese. Approximately 60% had inadequate concentrations of 25OHD
(<20 ng/ml) and only 5% met ≥ 30ng/ml. Most (61%) of the children were from
racial/ethnic minorities. Hispanics were predominantly from El Salvador and Puerto
Rico. Blacks included African-Americans and Haitians. Most Asians were Chinese,
Indian, or Nepalese.
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Selected characteristics of the 307 study subjects are shown by race/ethnicity in
Table 1. Seventy-percent of racial/ethnic minorities compared to 47% of white children
were inadequate in serum 25OHD. Race/ethnicity was also associated with BMIz, weight
status, maternal education, genetic and facultative skin color. Age, gender, total energy
and dietary vitamin D intake, sedentary time, or reported puberty did not differ by
race/ethnicity.
Association of skin color, race/ethnicity, and serum 25OHD
All intra-class correlations of L* and b* genetic skin color measurements fell
within a range of 0.90 to 0.99 (P<0.001). Figure 1 shows the relationship between
genetic ITA° skin color and serum 25OHD. As ITA° values increase, indicating lighter
skin, serum 25OHD increases (Model R2= 0.05, P<0.001). White children had the lightest
skin and highest 25OHD concentrations. Black children had the darkest skin color with
the widest range in genetic skin color ITA° values and lowest 25OHD concentrations.
Specifically, serum 25OHD increased 0.6 ng/mL for each 10° increase in ITA° value
(P<0.001). The majority of black children fell in the lowest ITA° values.
Table 2 shows mean serum 25OHD by genetic skin color groups across
race/ethnicity. Within the “brown” skin category, Asian and black children had lower
mean 25OHD concentrations compared to whites. There were no significant differences
in mean 25OHD among racial/ethnic groups in the light or intermediate skin color
categories.
Table 3 shows associations of serum 25OHD with race/ethnicity and skin color
separately and together. When race/ethnicity and genetic skin color were considered
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separately, race/ethnicity explained 3% more of the variability in 25OHD than skin color.
When both variables were included in the same model, skin color did not add any more
variability in 25OHD than race/ethnicity alone (F=2.67, P=0.03). The interaction between
race/ethnicity and genetic skin color and serum 25OHD was not significant.
Discussion
Although it has long been known that individuals with dark skin tend to have
lower serum 25OHD concentrations than those with lighter skin[27, 31], this study is, to
our knowledge, the first to examine the association between quantitative measures of skin
color, race/ethnicity, and serum 25OHD in a diverse group of U.S. children. These data
indicate that both parentally defined race/ethnicity and genetic skin color predicted
25OHD in this population, however race/ethnicity did explain additional variability in
25OHD beyond that explained by skin color. Further, black and Asian children had lower
serum 25OHD concentrations than white children, a finding that is consistent with other
studies that included darker-skinned subjects[5, 9].
As expected, lighter genetic skin color and facultative skin color were associated
with higher 25OHD concentrations. This may be because melanin in the skin reduces the
amount of vitamin D produced over a given sun exposure[32]. Our results suggest that
having a lighter skin color in fall and winter is associated with higher serum 25OHD
concentrations. This is consistent with previous research showing that the level of skin
pigmentation is inversely associated with serum 25OHD concentrations[9, 33].
Overall, we found that race/ethnicity was a modestly stronger predictor of serum
25OHD concentrations than an objective measure of skin color in this population.
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Despite the darker skin color and lower 25OHD concentrations observed among
racial/ethnic minorities than among whites, genetic skin color did not improve prediction
of 25OHD concentrations when included in the model with race/ethnicity. Our findings
are similar to Nessvi et al.[9] who reported that the association between genetic skin
color and serum 25OHD in adults disappeared after including ethnicity. This could be
due to race/ethnicity capturing genetic differences and/or additional genetic and lifestyle
determinants of 25OHD other than skin color that are associated with race/ethnicity.
Among this study’s strengths was the use of a reliable and reproducible
quantitative skin color tool[34-36]. Also the study population comprised a racially and
ethnically diverse sample of schoolchildren with a large gradation in skin colors
compared to previous studies[7-10]. This study was limited by its cross-sectional nature.
The modest sample size of some of the racial/ethnic groups may have been insufficient to
detect the association between skin color, race/ethnicity, and serum 25OHD. Even though
we adjusted for a wide range of factors that influence 25OHD, such as age, gender, diet,
socioeconomic and pubertal status, a large amount (~80%) of variability in 25OHD
remains unexplained. Future research examining the factors that account for this large
variability in 25OHD, such as genetic differences, is warranted.
In summary, both race/ethnicity and genetic skin color were associated with serum
25OHD, however race/ethnicity may be capturing genetic and other characteristics in
addition to skin color that influence 25OHD in this population. Future research
identifying the other factors that affect 25OHD status may provide a new focus for public
health interventions.
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Table 1. Selected characteristics by race/ethnicity in urban schoolchildren (N=307)

Age1
Female (%)2
BMIz
Overweight/Obese
(%) (n=3013)
Serum 25OHD,
ng/mL4
Inadequate 25OHD
(<20ng/ml) (%)
25OHD
>30ng/ml(%)
Total energy
(kcals/day)5,
(n=306)
Dietary vitamin D
(IU/day)6, (n=306)
Sedentary time
(hrs/day), (n=301)
Maternal education
(% post-secondary),
(n=300)

White
(n=118)

Black
(n=47)

Hispanic/Latin
o (n=51)

Asian
(n=36)

Multiracial/Other
(n=55)

Overall
P

11.3 (1.6)

11.4 (1.5)

11.3 (1.4)

11.6 (1.8)

11.4 (1.3)

0.78

45.8%

57.5

60.8

50.0

54.6

0.38

0.8 (1.0)

1.0 (0.9)

1.1 (1.0)

0.0 (1.3)a

0.7 (1.1)

<0.001

47.0%

48.9

60.8

25.0

40.7

0.03

20.7 (6.6)

16.1 (6.5)a

17.2 (6.0)a

14.4 (5.4)a

19.3 (7.1)

<0.001

46.6%

74.5

64.7

88.9

52.7

<0.001

7.6%

4.3

2.0

0

5.5

0.31

1435
(1101)

1859 (2094)

1491 (1174)

1192 (408)

1822 (1347)

0.07

156 (105)

133 (123)

122 (93)

130 (71)

133 (87)

0.25

3.9 (1.3)

4.1 ( 1.5)

4.0 (1.2)

4.2 (1.5)

4.2 (1.3)

0.72

65.2%

43.5

29.4

45.7

52.8

< 0.001

42.3

0.32

31.3° (14.9) a

<0.001
<0.001

Self-reported
pubertal status (%
37.8%
54.4
37.0
48.6
yes), (n=290)
Genetic skin color7
ITA° Mean
50.1° (10.1) -10.7° (25.2) a
34.1° (10.7) a
28.7° (14.6) a
ITA° Category
83.9%
6.4
25.5
22.2
Light (%)
13.6
0
47.1
27.8
Intermediate (%)
2.5
93.6
27.5
50.0
Brown (%)
Facultative skin
color7
28.6° (10.9) -28.0° (22.3) a
12.0° (12.5) a
9.1° (14.7) a
ITA° Mean
ITA° Category
11.0%
0
3.9
0
Light (%)
39.8
2.1
5.9
13.9
Intermediate (%)
49.2
97.9
90.2
86.1
Brown (%)
1
ANOVA tests with Bonferonni adjustments aP<0.05 compared to white children
2
Chi-square tests
3
N=6 were underweight and removed from analyses
4
To convert ng/mL to nmol/L, multiply by 2.5.
5
To convert kcals to kJ, multiply by 4.184.
6
To convert IU to µg, divide by 40.
7
Skin color: Light: ITA° > 41; Intermediate: 41 > ITA° > 28; Brown: 28 > ITA°

29.1
38.2
32.7
11.8° (14.1) a
0
9.1
90.9

<0.001
<0.001
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Table 2. Serum 25OHD (mean ± SD) by genetic skin color groups across race/ethnicity
White

Black

Hispanic/

Asian

MultiP

Latino
Skin color

a

racial/Other

N

Mean (SE)

N

Mean (SE)

N

Mean (SE)

N

Mean (SE)

N

Mean (SE)

Light

99

20.7 (0.6)

3

17.8 (3.6)

13

19.8 (1.7)

8

16.0 (2.2)

16

18.0 (1.5)

0.17

Intermediate

16

19.7 (1.7)

0

-

24

16.7 (1.4)

10

15.2 (2.2)

21

20.5 (1.5)

0.11

Brown

3

27.1 (3.8)

44

15.9 (1.0) a

14

15.9 (1.8)

18

13.3 (1.5) a

18

19.1 (1.5)

0.006

P<0.05 significantly different compared to white children
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Table 3. Associations of serum 25OHD with genetic skin color and race/ethnicity1
Model 3
Model 1
Model 2
Genetic skin

P-value

color2

Race +
P-value

Race2

P-value
genetic skin
color2

Race/Ethnicity (mean ± SE)

<0.001

0.04

White

20.0 (0.6)

19.6 (0.8)

Black

16.3 (0.9)a

17.3 (1.4)

Hispanic

17.9 (0.9)b

17.9 (0.9)

Asian

15.3 (1.1)a

15.4 (1.1)b

Other

19.0 (0.9)

19.0 (0.9)

Genetic skin color, β (SE)
Model R2

0.05 (0.02)

0.001

0.16

0.02 (0.03)
0.19

0.34

0.19c

1

Least Square Means

2

Adjusted for age, gender, BMIz, dietary vitamin D, sedentary time, maternal education & pubertal status

a

P<0.001, bP<0.01 significantly different compared to white children

c

P<0.05 significantly different compared to Model 1
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Figure 1. Genetic skin color and serum 25OHD by race/ethnicity of urban
schoolchildren (N=307) during Oct-Dec 2011

Model R2= 0.05, P<0.001
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Abstract
Vitamin D supplementation is an important strategy for preventing low levels of
serum 25OHD and improving bone health and consequent associated health risks,
especially in children at risk of deficiency. Although vitamin D supplements are
recommended, there is limited research on the factors that influence adherence to taking
them. In a cross-sectional sample of 256 child (aged 9-15) and parent pairs in the Boston
area during January-March 2012, ANCOVA was used to determine associations between
health beliefs about vitamin D, parental vitamin D-containing supplement use, and the
individual responsible for pill administration with supplement adherence measured by pill
counts. Mean and median supplement pill count adherence over 3-months were 84% and
89%, respectively. Adherence was positively associated with parents’ use of vitamin Dcontaining supplements (7% higher, P=0.008) and with combined child and parent
responsibility for administration of the supplement compared to child only (9% higher,
P=0.03). Parents’ beliefs about vitamin D neither predicted their children’s beliefs nor
positively influenced children’s adherence. Adherence was higher when parents took
vitamin D-containing supplements and when parents and children shared responsibility
for administering the supplement, but was largely unrelated to specific health beliefs
about vitamin D. Promoting child supplement use through parent involvement and role
modeling may be a practical solution for dietitians who are aiming to improve vitamin D
adherence in at-risk youth.
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Introduction
Vitamin D is known mainly for its role in bone health but it may also reduce risks
of diseases in children, such as upper respiratory infections1, and autoimmune and
cardiometabolic diseases 2. It may also affect skeletal muscle and physical performance35

. In 2010, the Institute of Medicine increased its vitamin D recommendations for

children aged 1-18 years from an Adequate Intake of 200 IU to an Estimated Average
Requirement (EAR) of 400 IU/day and set 600 IU daily as the Recommended Dietary
Allowance (RDA)6. The American Academy of Pediatrics also recommended a daily
vitamin D supplement of 400 IU for children without regular exposure to sunlight, who
drink less than 4 cups of vitamin D–fortified milk per day, and who do not take a daily
supplement containing at least 400 IU of vitamin D7.
The major sources of vitamin D are sunlight exposure, which catalyzes
conversion of 7-dehydrocholesterol in the skin to vitamin D, and diet. Since few foods
naturally contain a significant amount of vitamin D 2, it is difficult to obtain through
dietary sources alone. Thus, vitamin D supplementation is an important strategy for
preventing low levels of serum 25OHD and improving bone health and consequent
associated health risks, especially in children at risk of deficiency. Although vitamin D
supplements are recommended, there is limited research on the factors that influence
adherence to taking them.
This study examined how health beliefs about vitamin D, parental use of
supplements containing vitamin D, and whether parents involved in administering the
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supplement influenced children’s adherence to daily vitamin D supplements. Our
findings may be helpful in the design of future supplementation trials and may also
inform public health efforts to promote appropriate vitamin D intakes in children.
Methods
Schoolchildren were enrolled in the Daily D Health Study, a randomized,
double-blind trial assessing the impact of vitamin D supplementation on serum 25OHD
and cardiometabolic risk factors in 4th-8th grade schoolchildren (9-15 years). They were
recruited from three urban school districts north of Boston, MA (42° N) during OctoberDecember of 2011. Previous research in children of similar age from the Boston area
showed a very high prevalence of low 25OHD8,9. Recruitment was done in five
elementary/middle schools through classroom presentations, school newsletters, and
flyers sent home with the children. Children were excluded if they were currently taking
vitamin D or multi-vitamin supplements, were taking oral glucocorticoids, or had certain
chronic diseases (rickets, cystic fibrosis, kidney disease, sarcoidosis, irritable bowel
syndrome, epilepsy, or HIV/AIDS). Each student was given a gift card to a large local
retailer for participating. Consent forms and study information materials were available in
the major languages spoken in the communities. Both parental informed consent and the
child’s assent were obtained. The study protocol was approved by Tufts University’s
Institutional Review Board.
Study visits were conducted at the child’s school, prior to the start of the school
day. At baseline, each child was randomly assigned to one of three (600 IU, 1000 IU, or
2000 IU) supplementation groups. Each child received one pill bottle containing 100
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vitamin D pills and a calendar and set of stickers to mark the days they took their vitamin.
Children were instructed to take one pill each day and to avoid taking any other
supplements containing vitamin D during the study period. Three months after baseline,
children and parents returned for a 3-month follow-up visit to complete self-administered
questionnaires on beliefs related to vitamin D and to collect pill bottles and calendars.
Sociodemographics
Birth date, race/ethnicity, and maternal education were reported by parents during
the informed consent procedure. Age in months was calculated as examination date
minus birth date and converted to age in years. Parents were asked to choose one of the
following to describe their children: white/Caucasian, black/African American,
Mexican/Mexican-American,

other

Hispanic/Latino,

Asian/Asian-American/Asian-

Indian, Native American/American Indian, multiracial/ethnic, or other10. Parents were
asked to provide the highest level of education received by the mother: no formal
schooling, <8th grade, ≥ 8th grade but < high school, high school graduate, post-high
school trade/technical school, 1-3 years of college, college graduate, or graduate
work/higher degree.
Anthropometric measurements
Height and weight were measured in triplicate with light clothing and without
shoes. Height was measured using a portable stadiometer (Model 214, Seca Weighing
and Measuring Systems, Hanover, MD) with the head in the Frankfurt plane made with a
right angle height procedure

11

and recorded to the closest 1/8th inch. Weight was
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measured on a portable balance beam scale (Healthometer, Boca Raton, FL) and recorded
to the closest 0.25 pound. Body mass index was calculated and then expressed as a zscore (BMIz) using the U.S. Centers for Disease Control sex-specific growth charts12.
Assessment of health beliefs and adherence
A parent and child-administered questionnaire, modeled after the 2009-2010
NHANES Dietary Supplements and Prescription Medications Questionnaire13, was
administered at the 3-month follow-up visit. Questions included health beliefs related to
vitamin D, whether the parent or child was responsible for the child taking the
supplement, and if the child planned on continuing taking vitamin D supplements after
the study stopped providing them. Health beliefs included vitamin D being taken for:
overall health, energy, supplementing diet, strength, bones, colds, and heart health.
Similar questions were completed by parents.
Adherence was assessed by pill counts. Children were given bottles containing
100 pills and instructed to return the bottle with unused pills at their 3-month follow-up
visit. The 100 pills corresponded to an excess of roughly 10 pills for a 3-month supply.
Pill count adherence was calculated using the following formula: Pill count adherence =
[(100 – number of pills left in bottle) x 100]/(number of days between dispensing date
and return date of pill bottle). Similar to pill count adherence, adherence was also
calculated from a calendar on which children put a sticker on the days they took the
supplement using the following formula: Calendar count adherence = [(number of
stickered days) x 100]/(number of days between dispensing date and return date of
calendar).
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Statistical Analyses
Analysis was conducted on the 256 of 311 enrolled child and parent pairs who
completed the 3-month follow-up questionnaire. Of these, 214 children returned
calendars, 193 returned pill bottles and 188 had all data points complete for the main
analysis. Race/ethnicity categories were aggregated to white, Hispanic, black, Asian, and
multi-racial/other. Maternal education was dichotomized to post-secondary education
(yes/no). Health beliefs about vitamin D were categorized as “condition-specific” (bone
or heart health) or “strength or energy” for the main analysis.
Chi-square analyses were used to compare demographic characteristics of
children who returned and did not return their pill bottles and health beliefs about vitamin
D in children compared with their parents. Further analyses were conducted to examine
how health beliefs were related to parent and child demographic characteristics. Chisquare analysis was also used to test if maternal education influenced parents’ health
beliefs. Logistic regression was used to compare children’s health beliefs across
race/ethnicity and gender groups.
Analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) was used to determine associations between
health beliefs about vitamin D, parental vitamin D-containing supplement use, and
individual (parent, child, both) primarily responsible for administration with pill count
adherence. Covariates that were controlled for included age, gender, BMIz,
race/ethnicity, and maternal education. Data were analyzed using SAS version 9.2 (SAS
Institute, Cary, NC, 2008). A P-value of <0.05 was considered statistically significant in
all analyses.
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Results and Discussion
This study explored adherence to a vitamin D supplement intervention in an
urban, racially/ethnically diverse sample of schoolchildren. Mean pill count adherence
over 3 months was high, with the majority of children taking their supplement almost
every day. Adherence was higher when parents reported taking vitamin-D containing
supplements themselves and when responsibility for administering the vitamin was
shared between parents and children. Adherence was lower when parents believed that
vitamin D was important for strength or energy.
Demographic characteristics are presented in Table 1. There were no statistically
significant gender differences between children who returned or did not return pill bottles
(χ2=0.4, P=0.51); however, race/ethnicity and maternal education differed between the
two groups. Children with mothers with post-secondary education were more likely to
return pill bottles than those that did not (57% vs. 37%; χ2=7.1, P=0.008). Of those that
returned pill bottles, 45% were white, 12% black, 18% Hispanic, 12% Asian, and 14%
multi-racial/other (χ2=13.5, P=0.009). Over half (51%) of parents reported taking a
vitamin D-containing supplement, however parental supplement use did not differ by
maternal education (χ2=2.1, P=0.14).
Health beliefs
Children’s and parents’ beliefs about vitamin D are presented in Table 2. Parents
and children differed in their belief that vitamin D is important for condition-specific
reasons, including bone or heart health, with 58% of parents responding affirmatively
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compared to only 35% of children (P<0.001). There was no measurable difference in
response between parents and their children on the belief that vitamin D is important for
strength or energy (39% versus 36%, P=0.50). Parents’ beliefs did not seem to predict
their children’s beliefs for either health belief. More children said that vitamin D is
important for condition-specific reasons when their parents also said it was important
(38%) compared to those whose parents said it was not important (31%), P=0.22. More
children also said that vitamin D is important for strength or energy when their parents
also said it was important (47%) compared to those whose parents said it was not
important (35%), P=0.07.
Children whose mothers had post-secondary education were 1.8 times more likely
to believe that vitamin D was important for condition-specific health (95% CI: 1.1-3.0,
P=0.02), but not for strength or energy (P=0.97). Parents who did and did not use vitamin
D-containing supplements were similarly likely to believe that vitamin D was important
for condition-specific reasons (62% vs. 54%, P=0.18) or strength or energy (38% vs.
36%, P=0.74). Neither race/ethnicity nor gender were associated with children’s
condition-specific or strength and energy health beliefs (both P>0.05).
Adherence
Mean and median supplement pill count adherence over 3-months were 84% and
89%, respectively. Mean and median supplement calendar count adherence were slightly
higher (90% and 93%, respectively). Based on pill count adherence, 62% of children
averaged 6-7 supplements per week. The correlation coefficient between pill bottle and
calendar count adherence was 0.58 (N=180), P<0.001, with 6% more children reporting
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100% calendar adherence than pill bottle adherence. The main reason for non-adherence
reported by children was forgetfulness (79%). Other reasons for non-adherence included
traveling or being too busy (6%).
Factors associated with vitamin D adherence
Table 3 shows the associations of health beliefs about vitamin D, parental vitamin
D-containing supplement use, and role of supplement administration with pill count
adherence. Adherence was positively associated with parents’ use of vitamin Dcontaining supplements, negatively associated with parents’ belief that vitamin D is
important for strength or energy, and positively associated with both child and parent
being responsible for administering the supplement compared to child only.
Children typically become increasingly responsible for managing their vitamins
as they get older14. Our findings reinforce the importance of maintaining some parental
involvement in vitamin taking routines. Parental involvement may be a suitable target for
health professionals aiming to optimize adherence, especially in younger children. The
most well supported approaches to improving adherence involve behavioral techniques
such as combining taking medications or vitamins with other routines15. It is also possible
that parental involvement in routine vitamin habits is a marker of family functioning. In
our study, cited situations for missing supplement doses involved being away from home,
or staying overnight at another family member’s house, as others have previously
reported15. This latter reason may be especially important in children where parenting is
shared between more than one household, which may involve disruption to vitamin
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taking routines. Involving key family members in planning decisions may also contribute
to better adherence16.
Surprisingly, even though many children and parents believed that vitamin D is
important for some condition-specific reasons, this did not correspond to improved
adherence. Further, parents’ beliefs that vitamin D is important for strength and energy
was negatively associated with adherence. This unexpected finding may reflect limited
knowledge of vitamin D, which though associated with muscle strength in adults, is
known primarily for its effects on bone in children3.
Plans to continue vitamin D supplementation
Parental responses predicted children’s responses regarding plans to continue
vitamin D supplementation after the study stopped. More children said they would
continue taking vitamin D supplements when their parents said they would continue
giving supplements (68%) compared to those whose parents said they would not continue
(51%), P=0.03.
Overall, parents’ beliefs did not seem to predict their children’s beliefs or largely
influence their children’s adherence to taking the supplement. These findings could be
attributed to children modeling what their parents did (e.g. taking supplements because
their parents took supplements or saying that they would continue taking the supplements
because they thought their parents wanted them to).
Strengths and Limitations
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Our study had some limitations. Because our sample included children within a
vitamin D intervention study, adherence rates may be higher than in real-world situations
and findings may not be generalizable to other groups. However, the study was
strengthened by assessing parental-use of vitamin D-containing supplements, measuring
both pill and calendar counts, and examining supplement-related health beliefs of both
children and parents involved in a vitamin D intervention.
Conclusions
Adherence to daily vitamin D supplement use in this school-based randomized
trial was high. It was higher when parents reported taking a vitamin D-containing
supplement and when responsibility of administering the vitamin was shared between
both parents and children, but was largely unrelated to specific health beliefs about
vitamin D. Promoting child supplement use through parent involvement and role
modeling may be a practical solution for dietitians and other health professionals who are
aiming to improve vitamin D adherence in youth.
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Table 1. Selected characteristics of 256 Boston-area schoolchildren
participating in the Daily D Health Study
Mean ± SD
Age, yr

11.3 ± 1.5

BMIz

0.8 ± 1.1

%

Female

49.6

Race/ethnicity
White
Black
Hispanic
Asian
Multi-racial/other

39.8
13.8
16.5
13.0
16.9

Maternal education (% postsecondary), (n=251)

51.8
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Table 2. Parents and children’s beliefs about vitamin D in the Daily D Health Study (N=256)a
Parents’ affirmative
response

Children’s affirmative
response

N

%

N

%

Build strong bones

144

56.3

88

34.4

Protect heart health

57

22.3

56

21.9

Enhance strength

69

27.0

58

22.7

Improve energy

94

36.7

93

36.3

Maintain health

192

75.0

162

63.3

Supplement diet

90

35.2

30

11.7

Prevent colds

52

20.3

30

11.7

Condition-specific

Strength or energy

Other reasons

a

Parents were asked “What do you think vitamin D might be doing for your child?” and children were
asked “Why did you take your vitamin D supplement?”
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Table 3. Associations of health beliefs and other characteristics with pill count
adherence (%) in Boston-area schoolchildren participating in the Daily D Health Study
(n=184)a
Children’s health beliefs

β

P-value

Condition-specific (bone and heart health)

1.9

0.47

Strength or energy

-4.5

0.07

Condition-specific (bone and heart health)

-0.2

0.94

Strength or energy

-7.5

0.004

6.5

0.008

Child

Ref

-

Parent

5.1

0.09

Both child and parent

8.9

0.03

Parents’ health beliefs

Parent takes vitamin D-containing supplements
Administration of supplement (parent-reported)

a

Each independent variable is adjusted for the others and for age, gender,
race/ethnicity, BMIz, and maternal education.
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CHAPTER VI
SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
Introduction
Children who are overweight or obese, racially/ethnically diverse, and/or have dark skin
pigmentation are at risk of vitamin D deficiency, presumably putting them at greater risk
for impaired bone health and other chronic diseases, such as cardiovascular disease and
diabetes. With rates of pediatric overweight and obesity remaining at epidemic levels in
the United States1 and many children failing to meet dietary2 and serum3 vitamin D level
recommendations, there is a recognized need to address this public health problem on a
large scale. Therefore, it is imperative to understand ways to improve vitamin D levels,
such as promoting increased fortification of vitamin D and/or supplementation in
vulnerable, underserved populations.
For this dissertation, we explored how vitamin D is affected by weight status,
race/ethnicity, and skin pigmentation, and examined the factors that promote adherence
to vitamin D supplementation in children at risk of deficiency. We found that U.S.
children who did not consume intakes in line with current dietary vitamin D
recommendations issued by the Institute of Medicine (IOM)/Health Canada (HC) were
more likely to be at risk of having inadequate serum 25OHD levels (<20 ng/ml) than
those who met it. This effect was more pronounced among children who were overweight
or obese and in NH black children. Furthermore, in a vitamin D intervention study of
schoolchildren from the Greater Boston area, we found that most of the race/ethnic
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differences in 25OHD were captured by genetic skin color. Finally, children’s adherence
to taking vitamin D supplements was increased when parents reported taking vitamin Dcontaining supplements and when responsibility of administering the vitamin was shared
between both parents and children.
Vitamin D Intake and Serum 25OHD in U.S. Children
Determining the level of vitamin D intake needed to meet recommended serum
25OHD levels is complicated. While the average total dietary intake of vitamin D is
below the median requirement, data from previous surveys show that average blood
levels of the marker of vitamin D status, 25OHD are above the 20 ng/mL that the
IOM/HC committee found to be the level that is needed for maintaining bone health for
practically all individuals4. These seemingly inconsistent data confirm that sun exposure
currently contributes meaningful amounts of vitamin D and indicate that a majority of the
population is meeting its needs for vitamin D. Nonetheless, some subgroups examined in
this dissertation, which included children living at a relatively higher latitude in the US
(42 degrees N latitude) who are overweight or obese, or have dark skin pigmentation,
may be at increased risk for getting too little vitamin D.
For our first study in 3,310 U.S. children and adolescents from NHANES 20052006, we examined whether not meeting the EAR (400 IU/day) was associated with
increased risk of inadequate 25OHD status and whether this association varied by weight
status or race/ethnicity in children. We found that total dietary vitamin D intake was low,
with nearly 75% of children failing to meet the new EAR for vitamin D and only 28% of
children reporting taking a dietary supplement containing vitamin D. Overall, children
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whose intakes failed to meet the EAR were more than twice as likely to be at risk for
inadequate 25OHD levels (<20 ng/ml) as those whose intakes met or exceeded it, even
after adjusting for several potential covariates. Further, overweight/obese and NH black
children were especially likely to be at risk of inadequate serum 25OHD levels when they
were not consuming intakes above the EAR.
These findings suggest that children who did not consume intakes in line with
current dietary vitamin D recommendations were at increased risk for inadequate 25OHD
status. However, it is important to note that simply recommending increases in dietary
vitamin D from food sources may not be nutritionally appropriate for children. Unless a
child eats oily fish frequently, it is very difficult to obtain the RDA of 600 IU/day from
dietary sources. This is because the majority of vitamin D in children’s diets comes from
milk sources, and consuming the RDA would require a child to consume 6 glasses of
milk per day. This quantity of non-fat or low-fat milk would provide roughly 540 or 660
calories, respectively, which is close to a third of the calories a child needs per day.
Therefore, for overweight/obese and racially diverse children who may need higher
amounts of vitamin D during the winter time, it may be more feasible to get their vitamin
D from a mixture of fortified foods and a dietary supplement to fulfill their body's
vitamin D requirement.
Race/ethnicity, Genetic Skin Color and Serum 25OHD in Urban Schoolchildren
Vitamin D levels in the body come from not only vitamin D in the diet but also
from synthesis in the skin through sunlight exposure. The amount of vitamin D from the
sun depends on a number of factors such as skin pigmentation, clothing, sunscreen, and
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overall time outside. In our second study, we explored the relationship between
race/ethnicity and genetic skin color with serum 25OHD in a sample of 307 children from
the Daily D Health Study (DDHS). Although it has long been known that individuals
with dark skin tend to have lower serum 25OHD concentrations than those with lighter
skin5,6, this study was, to our knowledge, the first to examine the association between
quantitative measures of skin color, race/ethnicity, and serum 25OHD in a diverse group
of U.S. children.
Contrary to our hypothesis, we found that reported race/ethnicity explained
additional variability (~3%) in 25OHD beyond that explained by skin color. Our findings
are similar to Nessvi et al.7 who reported that the association between genetic skin color
and serum 25OHD in adults disappeared after including reported race/ethnicity. This
could have been due to race/ethnicity capturing genetic differences and/or additional
genetic and lifestyle determinants of 25OHD other than skin color that are associated
with race/ethnicity. Further, we examined the upper inner arm, which may not have
accurately captured genetic skin color compared to other sites on the body such as the
underarm, or other areas of unexposed skin. This may be why we did not observe such a
strong relationship between genetic skin color, race/ethnicity, and serum 25OHD as we
had expected. However, it should be noted that the amount of additional variability that
race/ethnicity explained was relatively small, and further studies in large, diverse
populations may help explain the variability in serum 25OHD amongst specific
racial/ethnic groups, such as within Asian individuals with a wide variety of skin colors.
Overall, these findings add to the limited body of research on skin color and serum
25OHD in racially diverse populations.
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Adherence to Vitamin D Supplements in Urban Schoolchildren
The third study explored adherence to a vitamin D supplement intervention in an
urban, racially/ethnically diverse sample of 256 schoolchildren from the DDHS. Overall,
mean pill count adherence for 3 months was surprisingly high in this low socioeconomic
status population, with the majority of children taking their supplement every day. In part
this may have been that the parents and child had already committed to being a part of the
study. We found that adherence was higher when parents took vitamin D-containing
supplements and when parents and children shared responsibility for administering the
vitamin, but it was largely unrelated to the specific health beliefs that were queried. These
findings could be attributed to children modeling what their parents do (e.g. taking
supplements because their parents take supplements or wanting to continue taking the
supplements because they think their parents want them to), rather than what they believe
is beneficial to them. If in fact social influence is playing such an important part, social
influence models for predicting assessing adherence may be more useful in future studies
than a health belief model such as that used in this study. Other possible explanations for
the overall high adherence could include receiving compensation for participating in the
study, pleasant taste of the chewable, grape-flavored vitamins, or simply that the children
wanted to be part of a research study. However, these responses were not commonly cited
as reasons for participating in the study and were not associated with adherence, as
compared to parental involvement.
Strengths and Limitations
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The major strengths of our studies were that we examined at-risk populations
(overweight/obese and racially/ethnically diverse), who will benefit the most from public
health strategies to prevent further chronic diseases. We examined the influences of
weight status and race/ethnicity on the relationship between meeting current vitamin D
recommendations and serum 25OHD in a large, nationally representative sample of
children, thereby making the findings generalizable to the entire population. Also, the
Daily D Health Study comprised a racially and ethnically diverse sample of
schoolchildren with a large gradation in skin colors compared to previous studies7-10,
providing one of the first studies on skin color and serum 25OHD in children. We also
examined ways to improve adherence to taking vitamin D supplements in a hard-toreach, underserved population with very low levels of serum 25OHD.
While our NHANES findings are relevant to all U.S. children, one major
limitation of our skin color and adherence findings was the lack of generalizability of our
results due to the children being enrolled in a larger vitamin D supplementation study.
For this reason, adherence rates were most likely higher than in real-world situations and
findings may not be realistic in other non-study settings. In addition, social influence and
other theoretical models may have been more informative in predicting adherence rather
than examining knowledge and perceptions.
In addition, we found that skin color is complicated to measure and may not be
feasible in clinical or community settings. Although colorimetry may be an advantageous
method of assessing skin color because it is objective and reproducible, there are
noteworthy disadvantages. Examining the upper inner arm may not accurately capture
genetic skin color compared to other sites on the body. Instead of understanding the
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relationship between genetic skin color and race/ethnicity with serum 25OHD, the better
question may be to understand the effect of sun exposure on serum 25OHD over time.
Further, because we conducted our cross-sectional analyses of skin color and serum
25OHD during the winter months in the Boston area, we would expect very little
influence from the sun during this time. It is important to reconfirm our findings as well
as refine the process of assessing skin color in a larger and even more diverse population,
which includes more Hispanic and Asian individuals.
Future Implications and Recommendations
We have conducted cross-sectional analyses of vitamin D in at-risk children in
NHANES and the Daily D Health Study. Future studies with a longitudinal design are
warranted to confirm our findings and identify if current dietary vitamin D
recommendations are adequate to meet recommended serum 25OHD levels in at-risk
youth (overweight/obese and racially diverse populations)6. Because we found that the
majority of children from our northeastern U.S. sample had low dietary vitamin D intakes
and low serum 25OHD levels, it is reasonable to assume that most children living in
northern latitudes need to be supplemented with vitamin D to meet their needs, especially
during the winter months. Further, since most U.S. children do not consume fatty fish,
and it is not advisable or realistic to consume 6 glasses of milk to meet the RDA for
vitamin D, then a vitamin D-containing supplement may need to be recommended when
sunlight is limited. In addition, fortification of foods with vitamin D should be
reexamined. Potentially increasing fortification (e.g. doubling the vitamin D fortification
of milk and milk-substitutes from 100 IU/cup to 200 IU/cup) and/or diversifying the
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delivery of these fortified foods (e.g. fortifying bread with vitamin D similar to fortified
cereals) should be considered. From a dietetics perspective, this may be the most
effective and economical method of increasing serum vitamin D levels in children
because so few consume dietary supplements.
Currently, the DDHS is collecting its second wave of 12-month data on
approximately 650 urban schoolchildren from the Boston area, from which analyses will
be conducted on the effects of three different doses of vitamin D supplementation on
cardiovascular disease risk in schoolchildren. Further questions that would be of interest
in this population would be examining the dose-response relationship between
supplementation and serum 25OHD levels by weight status and race/ethnicity. It is
imperative to understand how vitamin D is influenced by weight status and race/ethnicity,
and to determine if the current RDA is adequate to achieve recommended serum 25OHD
levels in these at-risk populations. If the RDA is not adequate to meet the needs of
overweight/obese or racially/ethnically diverse children, particularly during winter
months, then the Dietary Reference Intakes may need to be updated to account for these
differences in vitamin D needs.
In the DDHS, although we adjusted for a wide range of factors that influence
25OHD, such as age, gender, diet, socioeconomic and pubertal status, a large amount of
variability in 25OHD remains unexplained. Further, understanding the factors that
account for this large variability in 25OHD, such as genetic differences, is warranted.
Finally, considering that vitamin D supplementation may be required in vulnerable
populations yet may not be realistic or feasible due to cost, fortification practices should
be considered. Therefore, a randomized, controlled trial should be conducted to test the
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effectiveness of consuming vitamin D-fortified foods on raising serum 25OHD levels in
children.
Conclusions
This dissertation aimed to evaluate how vitamin D is affected by weight status,
race/ethnicity, and skin pigmentation and the factors that promote adherence to vitamin D
supplementation in children. An important finding was that overweight and obese and
non-Hispanic black children were especially likely to be at risk of inadequate serum
25OHD levels when they do not consume the EAR. Our findings provide the first
evidence that most of the variability in 25OHD in race/ethnicity is due to genetic skin
color in a group of racially diverse U.S. children. Further, we suggest effective strategies
for improving adherence to vitamin D supplements, which may provide insight for future
clinical and public health prevention efforts. Finally, our research has public policy
implications for shaping vitamin D intake and supplementation recommendations for
these special populations of children to promote optimal health.
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